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FUNDAMENTALS OF EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
Seema Mathur
"Communication is a process of transmitting and receiving verbal and nonverbal messages. Communication is
considered effective when it achieves the desired reaction or response from the receiver. Simply stated, communication is a two way process of exchanging ideas or
information," (Murphy)
The word communication is derived from the Latin
word 'communis' which means to share. The desire to
share ones thoughts, ideas, feelings and emotions is
inherently deep-rooted in the human psyche and man
has devised ways and means of sharing and transmitting them. Western principles of communication developed in Ancient Greece and Rome emphasized on oral
rhetorical traditional and today's principles of writing are
founded on a mixture of ancient and oral traditions. The
oral tradition continued up till the Medieval and
Renaissance period, but the written word became important in order to ensure a permanent record of communication. Many language historians believe that writing
developed as a means of communicating business matters. Others believed that merchants were the first to
use written symbols because of the necessities of trade
and accounting.
While all living beings can communicate , it is only
humans who are endowed with the invaluable gift of
speech, the foremost faculty which separates
humankind from the rest of the animal world. When a
child is born his first act is of crying, to announce his
arrival in the world. We all have the in-born ability to listen and speak but formal education enables us to read
and write as well. Verbal communication is through the
use of structured language that operates by using words
and established rules of grammar and syntax.
There is absolutely no doubt that communication
plays a very central role in our lives and it is the vehicle

through which basic human activities are carried out. It
is the 'lifeblood' of any organization and it is indispensable to the success and well-being of people. The main
objectives of communication are to give and receive
information, to provide advice and counsel, to impart
education and training and to issue orders and instructions . Besides formal and informal conversation, communication skills are required in interviews, meetings,
group discussions and in written communication.
Communication equips us to plan efficiently, for inspiring
and motivating, coordination and training and development. It is essential to be a good communicator if one
wishes to be a competent leader and exercise effective
control.
A communicator has several options available when
he transfers a message to the receiver. Any message

must necessarily have a medium through which the
message gets transmitted, like a vessel which is used to
transfer water from one place to another. The success of
the medium depends on the skills of the sender and the
cultural environment where communication is taking
place. The variety of technological tools has made communication faster, smoother and more efficient. The
internet, e-mail, fax messages, voice mail, teleconferencing and wireless devices have transformed the way
people communicate. This growth of information technology in the last few decades has also transformed the
way in which business is transacted throughout the
world.
Although English is a recognized international language, communication skills do not remain restricted to
the realm of any one language. A major aspect of communication is the 3M approach. The Mind is the alertness and attitude of the sender and the receiver, the
Medium is the method employed by the sender to appropriately convey the message and the Message is a combination of the Mind and the Medium. In order to effectively address various audiences and to choose effective
communication channels to transmit the message, be it
either written or oral messages, the seven C's have to be
emphasized upon. They are- completeness, conciseness, consideration, concreteness, clarity, courtesy
and correctness. These principles provide guidelines for
the right choice of content and the required style of
presentation adapted to the purpose and receiver of
the message. It is imperative for each one of us to
possess excellence in formal and informal, written and
oral communication.
The components of communication can be broadly
categorized as-context, sender-encoder, message,
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igital marketing is not a rocket science to learn. It is just when we do
marketing online using digital devices like
laptops, tabs and mobiles, we call it digital marketing. The main objective of digital marketing is to create brand awareness among the group of target customers. To increase the communication
with the target customers, we use online
advertisements; which is a part of digital
marketing. Digital marketers must measure the ROI (Return on Investment) of the
various campaigns launched and must
analyze which campaign resulted in highest ROI.
People normally have a myth about
digital marketing that they must have
technical knowledge about web designing and development to do digital marketing. But in reality, all what they need is to
understand how marketing works and
how to implement various marketing
strategies over the internet using different
platforms like social media, SEO, email,
advertising and many more.
Digital marketing spending is booming and growing year over year. With a
record $14 billion mark for internet advertising in last quarter of the year 2014,
businesses understand the value of digital mediums boosting their bottom line.
The Interactive advertising Bureau
(IAB) said that mobile advertising grew
76% year-over-year from 2013 to 2014,
the biggest growth segment. That was
followed by social media advertising, with
57% growth. Search revenues grew only

3%, but search remained the largest
overall advertising segment by far with
spend of $18.4 billion in 2014 or 38% of
the overall share.

The upsurge of digital marketing has
formed an enormous career path and has
opened a door of opportunities, an infinitely diverse, embryonic, and capable
path to future. Digital marketing is attracting entrepreneurs, and even traditional
businessmen and women to look for a
career change.
Digital marketing gives you full space
in diverse profile according to your interest and inclination. Whether your passion
lies in PPC, social media, affiliate marketing, copywriting, content management,
analytics, mobile app development, or
graphic design – there’s really a great
opportunity waiting for you. There is lot of

option in digital marketing career that fits
to your choice. But before you take the
things forward and dive in, you must
understand the requirements, advantages and drawbacks of getting into it.
Talking about the top leading job portals in India, over 8 lacs jobs are waiting
for the digital marketers. Indian digital
industry is on boom and has shown a
cosmic growth since the last 3-4 years.
But it is a bitter truth of the industry that it
is lacking in the trained professionals.
Lack of knowledge and training is a huge
hindrance in front of the digital industry.
The opportunities are vast but the professionals are limited. In this scenario, institutes are coming forward to extend their
helping hand for the people interested to
make their career in digital marketing.
If we talk about the job opportunities in
the industry, there are various fields of specialization including content marketing,
SEO marketing, social media marketing
and many more which has opened a channel for the employee from a fresher level up
to the professional level, who are willing to
enter the thriving world of digital marketing.
More than 42 percent of jobs are for the
fresher level.
Digital Marketing Profiles and their job
responsibilities
A Digital Marketing Professional is
responsible for creating and implementing the strategy and driving qualified
prospects to conversions. Also they
have the responsibilities of employing the
Continued on page 48
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medium, receiver-decoder and feedback.
The communication cycle is composed of
the sender who is the initiator of the message and sends the message within a
given context through a mutually accepted medium which is also mutually comprehensible by the receiver-decoder. The
sender must choose the appropriate
words to encode the thoughts so that the
receiver can understand the message.
Once the message reaches the receiver,
it can serve its communicative purpose
only if is understood by him. The communication cycle will remain incomplete in
the absence of feedback. After decoding
the message, there is a reversal of the
communication process and in effect, the
receiver becomes the sender and
sends a feed back to the original
sender-encoder. The feedback message
allows the sender to assess whether the
message has had the desired impact.
Only then is the communication cycle
completed.
To make communication effective, it is
important to recognize the cultural differences within a group or organization and
be sensitive to them. Culture is a shared
system of beliefs, attitudes, values,
expectations and norms of behavior
which is passed on from generation to
generation. One should be willing to
accept that people have different beliefs
and perceptions and it should be our
endeavor to improve intercultural skills.
These cultural differences are 'in-built' in

our social behavior and get reflected in
our non-verbal communication. The belief
that one's own cultural background is
superior to all others creates barriers
within culturally diverse groups. It is
important to communicate across cultures and to understand and be aware of
how social conventions and perceptions differ and act as filters in the
process of communication.
Oral communication is
more frequently used as it is
easier and more spontaneous than written communication. It is believed that the
human brain can process information four times faster than the
rate of speech. This difference results in
many listeners getting distracted and tuning out. In order to make verbal communication effectual, it is important to be
brief, clear, precise and logical. Most
importantly the speaker must understand
the listener and accordingly adjust his
speech to suit the needs of the listener.
Perfect communication takes place
when the receiver understands the message exactly in the way the sender
intends. Despite possessing efficient
communicating skills, barriers can arise
at any stage during the communication
process. It is primarily due to poor
expression, denotation and connotation
(literal and suggested meaning) ,faulty
translation and unclarified assumptions.
Very often miscommunication occurs due
to noise, time gap and physical distance.
Sometimes socio-psychological barriers
occur due to attitudes and opinions, emo-

tions, distrust or prejudices and premature evaluation which can be an impediment in effective communication.
Surprisingly just 7% of all communication is verbal, be it written or oral and
the rest 55%is made up of body language
and 38% is paralanguage. Kinesics or
body language consists of the use of
our head, eyes, face, hands and
gestures. Para language is the
way we speak, our voice,
pitch, volume and word
stress. Proxemics or space
language , Chronemics or
time language and Haptics or
language of touch are various
other means of non verbal communication. So besides emphasizing on the
words we speak, we must pay due attention to the other components of non verbal communication.
Communication is a two way process
and it is important that both sides understand each other. Listening is an essential part of communicating and how you
listen conveys meaning to the speaker.
Listening has a direct relationship with
learning. The better we listen and pay
attention, the greater is the information
we receive. This listening-learning association makes the act of listening central
to our communicative skills.
Thomas Carlyle, the famous writer
commented that," Language is human;
silence is divine, yet brutish and dead.
Therefore, we must learn both the acts."
Humans are endowed with an in-born
ability to speak and are also capable of
being silent. Silence is yet another tool of

communication ; it conveys as much or
perhaps, sometimes more than words do.
Silence is the absence of oral communication and may have somebody signals,
gestures and facial expressions. When a
person becomes silent, this in itself sends
a signal and usually silence communicates the mental status. This mental status cannot be conveyed through words
and then in this context silence becomes
a very effective tool.
In today's rapidly evolving environment, effective communication helps us to
adapt to the new scenario. The revolution
in the field of information and technology
has led to a virtual paper-free system but
this still does not undermine the value of
the operator who will ensure effective
communication. No matter how much
technology develops in the future, high
standards must be set to ensure that communication is not only appropriately worded and logically structured, it should be
consistently and attractively presented.
(The author is Associate Professor
Department of English Sri Aurobindo
College (Evening), University of Delhi.
email: seema_3_10@hotmail.com)
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techniques in other aspect of
business like social media, email marketing and search
engine optimization (SEO).
SEO Marketers are required to
translate business goals into successful SEO campaigns, analyze
the performance of SEO efforts
and help clients' increase search
engine rankings for their websites.
Digital Marketing Managers
are required to provide clear
direction to other members of
the marketing team, including
web designer, content writer,
sales executives and social
media experts.
Social Media Marketers are
required to create and adapt
content for each specific network. This includes managing
content for Twitter, creating
graphics photos for engaging
fans over Facebook and Twitter
posts, curating videos and photos for visual platforms like
Instagram, Vine, and Periscope.
The social media manager
mainly handles content strategy,
develop brand awareness, generate inbound traffic and cultivate leads and sales.
Content Marketers are
required to write and produce
various types of downloadable
content and blog regularly, to
expand company’s digital footprint, awareness, subscribers,
and leads. This role requires a
high level of creativity, attention
to detail, and project management skills.
In the recent times, all the
top Multi National Companies
(MNCs) are boosting up their
business through digital marketing strategy. They are hiring digital marketing experts who can
increase the ROI of their business. The companies like TCS,
Infosys, Wipro, jellyfish, IBM,
and many others are working on
the model of digital marketing.
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They are offering a package of
up to INR 20 lakhs yearly for the
experts. The starting salary for
digital marketing professionals is
in the range of INR 4-5 lakhs.
However this salary package is
not a bar for the deserving person and one can get more than
that if has ample knowledge in
the digital field.
Following are some of the
institutes in India that are providing courses on digital marketing:
Delhi School of Internet
Marketing, New Delhi – It provides certification in “Advanced
Digital
Marketing
Training
Programme”. The eligibility criteria to enroll in the course are
10+2 for the students. But most
of the enrolment comes as working professionals and entrepreneurs. So it gives a huge opportunity for students to meet industry leader under one roof.
NIIT in association with Digital
Marketing Institute (DMI), Ireland
offers a Certificate in Digital
Marketing course for students and a
Professional Diploma in Digital
Marketing for graduates and working professionals. However, at present, these courses though webbased cannot be taken from home
and have to be taken at an NIIT
Imperia centre nearest to you.
Digital Vidya, New Delhi – It
offers Certified Digital Marketing
Master (CDMM) Course. It is
available in online mode.

EduKart, New Delhi – It is
one of the growing digital marketing training institute in India
with its professionals having a
hold on the concerned field is
EduKart. The company provides
Certificate Course in Digital
Marketing which is certified by
IAMAI which is an online course.
Digital Marketing Academy,
Hyderabad: Digital Marketing
Academy is a Hyderabad based
digital marketing institute that
offers:
Digital Marketing In-depth,
Search Engine Optimization
(SEO)
Google Adwords / PPC (SEM) and
Social Media Optimization
(SMM/SMO) courses
IMRI – provides private, oneon-one digital media & analytics
training program customized
specifically for you. IMRI offers
Executive Program in Digital
Marketing (EPDM) Training
Program. Other than this, the
institute offers various other
courses including online marketing, web & graphics design, web
technology, analytics and measurements. (The list of institutions
is indicative only)
(The author is Founder & Director
of Delhi School of Internet
Marketing, New Delhi -110017.
Email: www.dsim.in, info@dsim.in
The views expressed are his own.)

Applications are invited for the post of Assistant Professors in the following
subjects in the pay band-Ill of Rs. 15600-39100 with Academic Grade Pay of
Rs. 6000/- plus usual allowances as admissible under the rules of University
of Delhi from time to time. Those who have applied in these subject(s)/category (ies), in response to our earlier advertisement dated 21.08.2013 and
corrigendum dated 19.11.2013 need not apply again. However, in case they
need to update their points, they may do so by submitting the proof in writing
to the College before the last date of application.
S. No. Departments
SC ST OBC UR PwD
Total
1
Botany
1
2
4
7
2
Chemistry
1
1 1
2
5
3
Commerce
1
1 2
2
6
4
Economics
1
1
1 (VH) 3*
5
Electronics
1
2
3
6
English
1 (VH) 1*
7
Mathematics
1
1 2
1
5
8
Political Science
2
2
9
Sanskrit
1
1 1
3
10
Sociology
1
1
11
Statistics
1
1
1
3
12
Zoology
1
1
2
4
* One post shall be filled with PwD candidate (VH) in whatever category, as
per availability of candidate.
UR-Unreserved, OBC-Other Backward Classes, SC-Scheduled Caste, STScheduled Tribe, PwD-Persons with Disability, VH-Visually Handicapped.
Last date of receipt of applications is 21 days after publication of this advertisement
For other details and essential qualification please see the College website:
www.svc.ac.in
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